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 security and stability in the region,” he said in an 

online statement, also congratulating the UAE on 
the occasion of its 51st National Day. 

The first World Cup on Arab soil is taking place 

less than two years after Saudi Arabia and its allies 
the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt cut ties, claiming Qatar 
supported extremists and was too close to Iran - 
allegations that Doha denied. Saudi Arabia’s Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman has already met the 
Amir during the World Cup, where he was pictured 
wearing a Qatar football scarf. Although this is the 
UAE president’s first visit since the blockade, ties 
have been gradually warming. In May, the Amir flew 
to Abu Dhabi for the funeral of Sheikh Khalifa, 
Sheikh Mohamed’s half-brother and predecessor as 
president. — Agencies 

In El Salvador, soldiers patrol  
where gangs once ruled

SOYAPANGO, El Salvador: Mauricio Gonzalez, 
an Evangelical pastor in a Salvadoran city overrun 
with violent street gangs, says life there used to be 
terrifying. In his La Campanera neighborhood of 
the city of Soyapango, on the outskirts of San 
Salvador, gangsters threatened to kill him for 
preaching to young people. 

“The gang would not tolerate it. So I left and 
did not come back,” said Gonzalez, carrying a 
Bible in his hand. He said that for a decade now, 
no one from his church has dared venture into La 
Campanera, which is home mainly to factory 
workers. 

But that changed this weekend as 10,000 sol-
diers and police, many armed with assault rifles, 
surrounded the city and started patrolling its 
streets, going from house to house to arrest sus-
pected gang members. 

President Nayib Bukele announced on his 
Twitter account on Sunday that “more than 140 
gang members have been arrested inside the 
siege” in two days. Here, the gang that runs things 
is called Barrio 18, “barrio” meaning neighbor-
hood. It is one of the most violent gangs in El 
Salvador. 

“Before, not even God could save us from the 
gangsters. Today is different, said Gonzalez, who 
is 52. Indeed, on Sunday, Gonzalez came to La 
Campanera with about 30 members of his church 
to preach. 

The huge security operation that began 
Saturday was part of a state of emergency 
declared by Bukele this spring following a surge in 
gang violence. The president had announced last 
month a plan to use troops to surround cities 
while house-by-house searches are conducted for 
gang members. Soyapango is the first city sub-
jected to that approach. 

A big change for the better  
By Saturday, authorities had reported only 12 

arrests in the operation in Soyapango before Bukele 
reported richer results from the siege. Police also 
said on Sunday they had arrested a major Barrio 18 
figure. They identified him as Guillermo Alexander 
Pineda, alias “Lazy,” and said he had ordered killings 
and extortions nationwide. 

A group of soldiers took up position on the only 
street leading into La Campanera on Sunday, search-
ing everyone entering or leaving either on foot on in 
cars. Others patrolled in armored cars rumbling 
through narrow streets of cement homes in this 
working-class area. 

Residents walked about looking relaxed and 
shopped at sidewalk stands. Before, there were many 
fewer such vendors, as merchants could not afford 
the extortion payments that gangsters demanded. 

“Only someone who has not lived here would not 
realize how different things are now,” said Etelvina 
Rosas, 36, who was selling fruit. “Today everything is 
safer. People are daring to do business. You don’t see 
the young guys in the streets,” she said, referring to 
gang members. 

She said she has had to pay off the gangs several 
times. Since Bukele declared the state of emergency 
in March, more than 58,000 suspected gang mem-
bers have been arrested, the government says, 
although humanitarian groups have questioned what 
they say can be heavy-handed tactics. The nation-
wide state of emergency, which allows detention 
without court order, followed a surge in violence that 
claimed 87 lives between March 25 and 27. Despite 
opposition from humanitarian groups, the emergency 
order was extended by Congress to mid-December. 

Soyapango Mayor Nercy Montano said last week 
that government actions in the city had brought a 
huge improvement in safety. 

War zone  
On the road leading to La Campanera there is a 

settlement called Las Margaritas, which historically is 
controlled by a gang called Mara Salvatrucha, or 
MS-13, which is the arch enemy of Barrio 18. At least 
six armored cars were visible Sunday on one of the 
streets in Las Margaritas. 

“Our orders are to not leave a single terrorist in 
Soyapango,” a soldier who declined to give his name 

told AFP. Gangs in El Salvador, called maras in 
Spanish, normally paint walls with distinctive graffiti 
to mark off territory, but in Las Margaritas the 
authorities have erased those writings. 

Mirna Polanco, a 24-year-old university student, 
said as she walked along the road that connects Las 
Margaritas and La Campanera that this used to be a 
war zone because of the gun battles the two gangs 
would wage. —AFP 

Blinken warns  
Netanyahu on  
annexation  

 
WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State Antony 
Blinken vowed Sunday to oppose Zionist entity’s 
settlements or annexation in the West Bank, but 
promised to judge Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s incoming government by actions and 
not personalities. 

Netanyahu is expected within days to return to 
power after sealing a coalition deal with extreme-
right movements including Religious Zionism, which 
is set for a post in charge of settlements in the occu-
pied West Bank. 

Speaking to J Street, a left-leaning pro-Zionist US 
advocacy group, Blinken offered congratulations to 
the veteran Zionist leader, who has clashed with pre-
vious Democratic administrations in Washington. 
“We will gauge the government by the policies it 
pursues rather than individual personalities,” Blinken 
said. 

But he said President Joe Biden’s administration 
would work “relentlessly” to preserve a “horizon of 
hope,” however dim, for the creation of a Palestinian 
state. “We will also continue to unequivocally oppose 
any acts that undermine the prospects of a two-state 
solution, including but not limited to settlement 

expansion, moves toward annexation of the West 
Bank, disruption to the historic status quo of holy 
sites, demolitions and evictions, and incitement to 
violence,” Blinken said. 

Speaking before Blinken’s remarks, Netanyahu 
pointed out that the outgoing government led by Yair 
Lapid relied on support from an Arab Zionist party 
with Islamist roots and said he “didn’t hear a word 
from all the chorus of critics” about it. 

Religious Zionism’s leader Itamar Ben-Gvir, who is 
expected to play a key role, is a staunch advocate of 
Jewish settlements. Until a few years ago, he had a 
portrait in his living room of Baruch Goldstein, who 
massacred 29 Palestinian worshippers at a Hebron 
mosque in 1994. —AFP 

Benjamin Netanyahu

SOYAPANGO, El Salvador: Police and soldiers escort people captured during an operation against gang members 
in Soyapango, El Salvador.  —AFP

More than 140 gang members arrested inside the siege in two days

Gaza fishermen  
rejoice at finally  
fixing their boats 

 
GAZA CITY: Wearing sky blue overalls near 
Gaza’s port, technician Mohammed Jerboa cele-
brates the chance to finally repair fishing boats after 
a 15-year Zionist entity ban on vital materials. 

It’s a “great achievement”, he said after sanding 
down the faded paint as part of a team of workers 
patching up rickety boats with sheets of newly 
imported fibreglass. 

The material has been prohibited from entering 
the Palestinian enclave since 2007, as one of scores 
of items Zionist deems could be used for military 
purposes by Gaza militants. 

The measures have left fishermen struggling for 
years to pursue their livelihood due to the state of 
the boats — until the United Nations brokered a 
deal that allows fibreglass to reach a supervised 
workshop. 

“I started working at this workshop two weeks 
ago... for the fishermen and for us as technicians, 
this provided a job opportunity,” said Jerboa. 

Gaza has one of the world’s highest unemploy-
ment rates at nearly 50 percent, according to World 
Bank data. Dust flies as the team gets to work, with-

in view of a security camera, while the smell of fresh 
paint drifts across the fenced yard from a recently 
refurbished boat. 

Rows of unseaworthy vessels rest in the sand 
nearby, with rusty parts and covered in scratches, 
laying bare the scale of the task at hand. Manal al-
Najjar, a coordination officer at the United Nations 
Office for Project Services — which handles infra-
structure projects — said there are still some 300 
boats to be fixed. 

After months of negotiations with Palestinian and 
Zionist entity officials, the UN reached a deal which 
allows enough fibreglass for 10 boats to enter Gaza 
at a time. 

“The repair process takes two weeks to a month 
for every 10 boats,” Najjar said. With the first 
repaired boats hitting the water, she added that 
fishermen so far are happy with the project as “the 
price is very reasonable and the quality of the 
materials is high”. 

Standing near piles of nets at the port, fisherman 
Saleem al-Assi was one of the first to be selected 
for the project and agreed the costs were low. 

“I’ve had boats out of action for eight years and 
they need a lot of fibreglass,” said Assi, who has 
around 50 relatives working in the fishing trade. 

“Hundreds of fishermen applied to the project, 
but the project can’t cover everyone,” he added. 
In addition to the difficulty to obtain materials, 
the fishing industry has been hit by restrictions 
at sea. —AFP 

UAE leader 
congratulates...
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All vehicles must have yellow license plates. The 

driver of the vehicle is obligated to wear a company 
or institution-specific vest, whose specifications are 
determined by the Technical inspection department 
of the general traffic department.  

Lights and reflective tapes should be affixed to 
the attached box of motorbikes. Drivers of motor-
bikes must wear a helmet while driving, and it must 
be of a phosphorescent color. Motorbikes cannot 
be driven on highways and ring roads. 

New rules for 
delivery companies...
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The testing requirement for public transport had 

been scrapped on Sunday in the central city of 
Wuhan, where the coronavirus was first detected in 
late 2019, as well as in Shandong province. 

And Zhengzhou - home to the world’s largest 
iPhone factory - on Sunday said people would be 
allowed to enter public places, take public transport 
and enter their residential compounds without a 48-
hour negative test result too. But as officials have dis-
mantled testing facilities, long queues have appeared 
around those that remain, forcing residents to wait in 
cold temperatures to get tests that remain obligatory 
across much of China. 

“Students can’t go to school without a 24-hour 
negative test,” wrote a user on China’s Twitter-like 
Weibo. “What’s the point in closing testing booths 
before dropping the need to show test results com-
pletely?” another asked. In the northwestern city of 
Urumqi, where a fire that killed 10 people became 
the catalyst for the recent anti-lockdown protests, 
supermarkets, hotels, restaurants and ski resorts 
reopened on Monday. The city of more than four mil-
lion in the far-western Xinjiang region endured one 
of China’s longest lockdowns, with some areas shut 
from August until November. 

The demonstrations last week were the largest in 
decades as public anger at prolonged virus restric-
tions boiled over, with many university campuses 
involved. China’s vast security apparatus has moved 

swiftly to smother the rallies, deploying a heavy 
police presence while boosting online censorship and 
surveillance of the population. But sporadic localized 
clashes have continued to flare up. 

Hundreds of students at Wuhan University in cen-
tral China staged a protest Sunday evening, accord-
ing to footage on social media and an attendee. At 
least 300 protested in front of the university’s main 
administrative building, but there was no violence, 
only students chanting slogans together, an anony-
mous witness told AFP. Students were unhappy with 
the university’s examination arrangements and school 
holiday dates, he said. The university announced 
Sunday that it would gradually resume in-person 
teaching and “optimize campus epidemic control 
measures” from Monday, but students and staff could 
not leave campus without approval. 

Chinese state media, which previously focused on 
highlighting the dangers of COVID-19, has shifted 
tone as measures have been relaxed. Authoritative 
business news outlet Yicai on Sunday quoted an 
unnamed health expert arguing that officials should 
dial down strict virus rules. “Most infected people 
are asymptomatic... and the fatality rate is very low,” 
the expert said. 

China’s central National Health Commission 
(NHC) categorizes infectious diseases based on how 
fatal and infectious they are. Since January 2020, it 
has managed COVID under Category A protocols, 
giving local governments the power to enforce snap 
lockdowns and put patients and their close contacts 
into quarantine. That approach was now “obviously 
not in line with science” given the changing circum-
stances, the expert told Yicai, calling for a “down-
grade”. Chinese authorities on Monday reported 
29,724 new domestic COVID cases. — AFP 

Zero-COVID policy 
eases as Chinese...

This handout photo shows an artist’s impression of low-frequency stations forming the Square Kilometer 
Array (SKA) radio telescope, to be built in Western Australia. — AFP 
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land in remote areas with little radio disturbance - 

ideal for such telescopes. More than 130,000 
Christmas tree-shaped antennas are planned in 
Western Australia, to be built on the traditional lands 
of the Wajarri Aboriginal people. 

They have dubbed the site “Inyarrimanha Ilgari 
Bundara”, or “sharing sky and stars”. “We honor their 
willingness to share their skies and stars with us as we 
seek to find answers to some of the most fundamental 
science questions we face,” said Diamond. The South 
African site will feature nearly 200 dishes in the 
remote Karoo region, according to the organization. 

Comparison between radio telescopes is difficult 

as they operate in different frequencies, according to 
SKA’s planners. But they have said that the two sites 
will give SKA higher sensitivity over single-dish radio 
telescopes because its arrays are spread out, forming 
a much bigger “virtual dish”. The project will help in 
“charting the birth and death of galaxies, searching 
for new types of gravitational waves and expanding 
the boundaries of what we know about the universe”, 
said telescope director Sarah Pearce. 

Danny Price from the Curtin Institute of Radio 
Astronomy said the telescope would be extremely 
powerful. “To put the sensitivity of the SKA into per-
spective, the SKA could detect a mobile phone in the 
pocket of an astronaut on Mars, 225 million kilome-
ters away,” he said. The SKA Observatory, headquar-
tered at Jodrell Bank in Britain, has said the telescope 
should start making scientific observations by the late 
2020s. The organization has 14 members: Britain, 
Australia, South Africa, Canada, China, France, 
Germany, India, Italy, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland and The Netherlands.  — AFP 

Australia starts 
building massive...


